CALIFORNIA PROFILE OF STUDENT SUCCESS

PHI THETA KAPPA MEMBER COMPLETION AND TRANSFER

DEMograPhics

64% FEMALE
28 AVERAGE AGE
3.6 AVERAGE GPA
63% FEDERAL AID RECIPIENTS

Top Majors

26% ENGLISH, PSYCHOLOGY, SOCIAL SCIENCES
Annual Salary: $89,457

21% BUSINESS, POLITICAL SCIENCE, AGRICULTURE
Annual Salary: $92,427

19% SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, MATH
Annual Salary: $92,072

10% NURSING, PHARMACY, ALL HEALTHCARE
Annual Salary: $97,191

9% LIBERAL ARTS
Annual Salary: $68,512

Student Success

Students who complete their associate degrees and/or transfer to a four-year college

86% CALIFORNIA PTk
40% CALIFORNIA
38% UNITED STATES

64% Complete a Bachelor’s degree or higher
2 Average number of degrees earned
$86,059 Average mid-level salary